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TECHNICAL RIDER

THEATER INFO
Building Capacity = 49 max
Audience Capacity = 40 max
Stage area = 30′ x 22′
Ceiling height = 10′ (grid pipe is an 9.5’ - yes, it’s a low ceiling)
Wood floor (no metal tap shoes permitted)
Two accessible bathrooms
Kitchenette (in the basement, which is not accessible except by stairs)
Free parking on Hamline Ave.
Free Wi-Fi

TECHNICAL INFO 
(Use of all Dreamland Arts equipment, except the use of the Piano and the Projector, is included 
with Tech. or Event rentals).

Piano: Everett Console Piano ($25/day)

Audio
Dual disc CD player (American Audio DCD-PRO310 Professional Dual CD Player)
2 Peavey powered speakers (PR 10P Powered bi-amplified two-way speaker system)
10-channel mixer (Behringer Xenyx 1002B Mixer)
1 Shure vocal corded mic
1 Audio Technica wireless handheld mic.
2 mic. stands
1 music stand
2 conductor stands

Lights
12 6×9 ellipsoidals
6 Fresnels
Light board 2-scene 16 channels (Leviton MC 7016)
5 DMX dimmer packs (600W per channel)
All plugs are Edison plugs, and there are two 20 amp circuits that power the lights.

Video
Laptop hook up ready with VGA connection (we do not provide the laptop)
Epson Powerlite 1761 WXGA 3LCD projector ($15/day)
12′ wide screen (the back wall is painted white)
DVD/VHS player (Toshiba)

Furniture
6 black metal folding chairs
2 black stools
4 large (2’x 6′) folding tables
2 small (1.5′ x 4′) folding tables
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CONTRACTUAL TERMS (that may affect technicians)

Hours: DREAMLAND ARTS is a shared space. Access to the theater will be limited to specific 
arrival to departure hours agreed to in the Contract.

Premises: RENTER will not move any furniture, curtains, lighting instruments and backstage 
materials in the Theater or Basement except under direct supervision or prior permission of 
DREAMLAND ARTS staff.

Storage: DREAMLAND ARTS is often used by multiple groups, including during daytime hours. 
RENTER agrees to store sets, props, costumes and personal items in designated areas as 
instructed by DREAMLAND ARTS staff. RENTER may need to store and reset stage as often as 
two to three times per week!

Special Uses: RENTER will not use fake gunshots, stage blood, liquids, glitter (in costumes, 
sets or props), fire, candles and other special effects at any time during the rental, unless 
specifically agreed to in this Contract. DREAMLAND ARTS does not permit the use of overhead 
rigging, or screws, nails, staples or other fasteners on the floors or walls of any room unless 
specifically agreed to in this Contract. DREAMLAND ARTS does not permit the use of metal tap 
shoes on the stage floor.

Use of Seating and Lobby Space: RENTER will not use or alter the seating areas, aisles, 
hallways, ticket counter and/or lobby space without prior consent of DREAMLAND ARTS. All 
use of and/or alterations to these spaces must be discussed in advance and agreed to by 
DREAMLAND ARTS.

Equipment: RENTER will not move, replace, disconnect or adjust any DREAMLAND ARTS 
equipment except under the direct supervision of DREAMLAND ARTS staff. RENTER 
understands that DREAMLAND ARTS equipment is well used and that the equipment may 
unexpectedly fail to function properly. In such circumstances, DREAMLAND ARTS will attempt 
to replace or repair the equipment to the best of its ability. RENTER may choose to bring in their 
own equipment as needed.

Additional Equipment: RENTER may bring in additional sound, lighting and projection 
equipment to supplement or replace the house equipment. However, DREAMLAND ARTS’ 
reserves the right to determine what additional equipment may or may not be used, and whether 
or not additional fees will apply ($15/hr. of DREAMLAND ARTS staff time). Also, RENTER 
assumes full responsibility for any technical difficulties that may arise from using additional 
equipment. Technical difficulties may include, but is not limited to, equipment malfunction, 
electrical interference and insufficient electrical power supply. Guitars with single coil pick-ups 
and tube amps tend to hum/buzz loudly in our space.

Furniture, Tools and Props: RENTER agrees to use their own furniture, tools and props. 
DREAMLAND ARTS has tables, chairs, stools and music stands available for RENTER’s use, 
subject to availability.

Technician: DREAMLAND ARTS will provide technical assistance only to help RENTER get 
familiar with the equipment. If RENTER needs a technician during the rental, RENTER will be 
responsible for providing the same.
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